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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup and let M Ç X. Define the function 
fM\X ~> {0, 1,2,...} as follows: fM(
x) i s the number of expressions of x in the 
form x = m . n, where m, и є M. 
We say that M is a multiplicative basis if/M(*) > 0 for every x є X. 
In [1], P. Erdös proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1, Let S = (Д/, •) be ř^e semigroup of all positive integers with the 
usual multiplication and let M ^ N be a multiplicative basis. Then for every 
positive integer p there exists x e N such thatfM(x) > p. 
Erdos' proof of Theorem 1 was very complicated and had a purely number-
theoretical character. Thus it gave no possibility to generalize Theorem 1 to other 
commutative semigroups. However, in [6], J. Nešetřil and V. Rödl gave another 
proof of Theorem 1, based on the theorem of Ramsey, which was very simple and 
provided a straightforward possibility of generalization to other structures. 
In this paper we show how Theorem 1 can be generalized to other commutative 
semigroups and, in particular, prove analogues of Theorem 1 for direct, cartesian 
and strong product of finite simple graphs. 
2. PRIME SEMIGROUPS 
Nešetřil and Rödl's proof of Theorem 1 essentially uses thefollowing property 
of the set P of all prime numbers. 
Property (P). For everyfinite set {pi,P29--->Pr} —P thefollowing holds: If 
pt . p2 Pr = x . y, where x, y are positive integers, then there exist sets / , J ^ 
c { l , 2 , . . . , r) such that / u J - { l , 2 , . . . , r ) , f\pi = x and f{pj = y. 
ієІ jeJ 
Theorem 1 can be easily derived from property (P) and the following lemma.which 
is based on the theorem of Ramsey. 
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Lemma 1 (Nešetřil, Rödl, see [6]). Let X be an infinite set. Denote by ^(X) the 
set of allfinite subsets ofX. Let M Я ZF{X) be a set offinite subsets ofX such that 
thefollowing holds: 
For every F e S?(X) there are Fl9 F2 є M 
such that Ft u F2 = F and Fx n F2 = 0. 
Then for every positive integer p there is a set F which can be expressed in at 
least p different ways as a union of two disjoint elements of M. 
Aplying Nešetřil and Rödl's method of the proof of Theorem 1, some immediate 
stronger versions of this theorem can be given. Let us state them. 
Definition 1. Suppose that S = [X, •) is a commutative semigroup, M is a subset 
of X and fc^2 is an integer. Define the function fMtk: X -+ {0, 1, 2, ...} as follows: 
fM,k(x) i s the number of expressions of x in the form x = ml . m2 mb where 
mt e M for i = 1, 2 , . . . , к. 
We say that M is an asymptotic multiplicative basis of order к iffM,k(x) > 0 f ° r 
all but finitely many x eX. 
The following result can be obtained by the methods from [6] (see also [5]). 
Theorem 2. Let k ^ 2 and let M be an asymptotic multiplicative basis oforder k 
in the semigroup (N, •). Then for every positive integer p there exists x є N such 
that fMtk{x) > p. 
To prove Theorem 2 we use the following stronger version of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let X be an infinite set and let k ^ 2 be an integer. Suppose that M 
is a subset of #'(X) such that all butfinitely many sets F є iF(X) can be expressed 
k 
in the form F = U Ft where Ft є M for i = 1, 2 , . . . , k. Then for every positive 
i=l 
integer p there is a set F e ^(X) and at least p pairwise disjoint sets {Fx, F2,..., Fk} 
к 
such thatF = ^F^F^Mfor i = l,2,...,kandFtnFj = 9for i + j . 
i = l 
Now we show that Lemma 2 immediately enables us to generalize Theorem 2 to 
the class of those commutative semigroups which contain an infinite set P with 
property (P). First we give some definitions. 
Definition 2. Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup with the identity element 
1. We say that 
(i) x divides y (or x is a divisor of y), where x, y e X, if there exists z є X such 
that x . z = y. We denote this by x | y; 
(ii)jeX is a unit ifj | 1; 
(iii) elements x, y eX are associated if there is a unit j such that x = y .j. We 
denote this by x ~ y. (Clearlyj is a unit iffj ~ 1. Remark that ~ is an equi­
valence relation on X.) 
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(iv) xeX is irreducible if л: is not a unit and, moreover, the following holds: 
if x = a . b then a ~ 1 or b ~ 1. 
All notions introduced in the above definition can be transferred to the semigroups 
without an identity element as follows. 
Definition 3. Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup without an identity 
element. 
(i) We say that x divides y ifeither x = y or there exists z e X such that x . z = y. 
(ii) There is no unit in S. 
(iii) x ~ y iff x = y. 
(iv) xeX is irreducible if it cannot be expressed in the form x — a . b, where 
a, b eX. 
Now, let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup and let F = {xi,x2, ...,**} 
be a finite subset ofJf. We denote the product x1. x2 xk ofelements o fFby Y[ F. 
Further we put Y\ 0 = 1, where 1 is the identity element. 
Definition 4. We say that a set P Ç X is a prime set if it contains no unit, if no 
two different elements of P are associated, and if for every finite (non-empty) set 
F ^ P the following condition holds: if Y[F = *! . x2 then there exist finite sets 
Fl9 F2 £ P (possibly empty) such that Fx u F 2 = F, x1 ~ Yi F ž and x2 ~ П ^2-
Definition 5. A commutative semigroup is said to be a prime semigroup if it con­
tains an infinite prime set and has only finitely many units. 
In the next theorem we show that the result stated in Theorem 2 for the semigroup 
{N, •) holds for every prime commutative semigroup. 
Theorem 3. Let S = [X, •) be a prime semigroup and let к ^ 2 be an integer. 
Suppose that M is an asymptotic multiplicative basis oforder к in the semigroup S. 
Thenfor every positive integer p there exists x eX such thatfMtk(x) > p. 
Let us prove Theorem 3. In the proof we will use the fact that every prime set is 
,,productively independent" in the sense of the following proposition. 
Proposition 1. Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup and let P я X be 
a prime set. Then for every two finite sets Р19Р2 £ P the following condition 
holds: if П Pi ~ П p2 then Px = P 2 . 
Proof. Let Pl9 P2 be finite subsets of P such that П Л ~ П P2 and P 2 \ P t + 0. 
Choose an arbitrary element p e P2\Pl. Since p | f[ Pi and P is a prime set, there 
is a set Q ç Px such that p ~ f\ Q. Clearly p $ Q and since p is not a unit, we have 
that Q 4= 0. Let q be an arbitrary element of Q, Then q | p and therefore q ~ p 
by the definition of the prime set. Thus q = p, hence p є Q, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Denote by n the number of units in S. For x є X define [jc] = 
= {y e X; y ~ x} and for Y ç X put [У] = U [>]. Let P Я X be an infinite prime 
y = Y 
set in the semigroup S. Define a set M' Ç &(P) by M' = {F є J%P); П F e [ M ] } -
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By Proposition 1, the mapping F н+ f ] F from J^(P) to X is an injection and there­
fore for all but finitely many sets F є J^(P) there exist elements mi9 m 2 , . . . , mk є M 
such that Y[F — m1 . m2 mk. Suppose that the equality Y\F = mx . m2 . . . . 
. . . . mk holds. Then, by the definition of the prime set, there are sets F f for i — 
k 
= 1, 2, ..., k such that F = (J Ff and mi ~ Y1 F;. This further implies that Ft є M' 
i= 1 
for every /, hence the infinite set P and the set M' fulfil the assumptions of Lemma 2. 
Thus for every p there exists a set F є &(P) and at least p . и + 1 pairwise disjoint 
sets {Fl9 F 2 , . . . , Fk} such that F = (J Fh Ft є M' for i = 1, 2, ..., fc and F f n Fy = 
i = l fc 
= 0 for / * j . F {F l 5 F 2 , ..., Fk) is such a set then f ] F = П ( П F0> w h e r e П Fi є 
i = l 
є [M].Hencethereexis tsauni t jandaset{m!, m2, ..., wfc} Ç Msuch tha t j . Y[ F = 
fc 
= ^[ m,- and raf ~ fJ F ř . This yields by Proposition 1 that there exists a unit J 
f = i 
s u c h t h a t / M , * ( j . n ^ ) > P-
Clearly the proof of Theorem 3 that we have just presented provides the following 
stronger result. 
Corollary 1. Let S = [X, •) be a prime semigroup, k ^ 2 an integer and M an 
asymptotic multiplicative basis oforder k. Denote by I J thefamily ofall sub­
sets of M having the size k. Then for every positive integer p there exists xeX 
and afamily Ji £ ( 1 such that thefollowing conditions hold: 
(i) \Ji\ > p; 
(ii) if A e Ji then Yl A = x; 
(iii) if A, B e Л, A * Б, then [A] n [B] = 0. 
Example. Let S = (Q, •) be the semigroup of all rational numbers with the usual 
multiplication. Then every q e Q is a unit in S and so no non-empty prime set in S 
exists. Thus Theorem 3 cannot be applied to S. Actually, the following holds (see 
[7]): i fafunction/: Q ^ N and an integer k ^ 2 are given, then there is a set M Ç 0 
such that/M, fc = / . 
3. PRIME SETS 
We have seen that the existence of large prime sets in commutative semigroups 
essentially influences the combinatorial properties of the semigroup multiplication. 
Now we show some ways how large prime sets can be constructed. We begin with 
some definitions. 
Definition 6. Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup. We say that p eX is 
a prime if the following conditions hold: 
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(i) p is not a unit, 
(ii) if p | x . y then p | x or p | y. 
Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup. A decomposition x — xt xn 
ofan element x e X is said to be irreducible ifall xř 's are irreducible. Two irreducible 
decompositions x = a± ak = b t bt of x are associated if there is a one-
to-one mapping (p: {1, ..., к] ~> {l, ..., /) such that яг ~ b^ ( / ) for i = 1, ..., A:. 
Definition 7. We say that a commutative semigroup S = (Jf, •) has the unique 
factorization property if every element x є X, which is not a unit, has an irreducible 
decomposition, and every two irreducible decompositions of x are associated. 
The following proposition follows immediately fromthedefinition ofthe prime set. 
Proposition 2. Let S = (X, •) be a commutative semigroup with the unique 
factorization property. Then every set of pairwise non-associated irreducible 
elements of S is a prime set. 
In semigroups without the unique factorization property, prime sets can be 
constructed from primes as follows. 
Proposition 3. Let S = {X, •) be a commutative semigroupfu1filling thefollowing 
condition (U): 
(U) ifx . y ~ x then y ~ 1, where 1 is the identity element. 
Then every set of pairwise non-associated primes of S is a prime set. 
In the proof of Proposition 3 we will use the following proposition. 
Proposition 4. Suppose that S = (X, •) is a commutative semigroup fulfilling 
condition (U), and that Pi,P2>--->Pk> where к ^ 1, are pairwise non-associated 
primes. Then thefollowing holds: ifpi | xfor i = 1, 2, ... , к then рг . p2 Pk | x. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on к. For к = 1 the proposition holds trivially. 
So, let us suppose that к ^ 2 and that pt | x for i = 1, 2 , . . . , к. By the induction 
hypothesis pi J9*-i |x , thus x = px Рк-і-У> УЕХ- Since, moreover, 
pk | x and pk is a prime, we infer that either pk | p1 pk_l or pk | y. We show 
that pk | p1 pk-i leads to a contradiction. 
Indeed, suppose that pk | px Pk-i- Since pk is a prime, we obtain that pk | pt 
for some i = 1 , . . . , k — 1, i.e. pt = pfc . w, tf e I . This implies that either p ř | pk 
or Pi | u. In the first case, pk = jpf. i;, t? є X, hence pfc = pk . u . v. According to (U), 
this impb'es that u . v ~ 1. Thus u ~ 1 and Pi ~ pfc, which is a contradiction. In the 
latter case, u = pt. v9 v є X, and thus p^ = pk. J?,-. r. This yields that pk . v ~ 1 and 
so pk ~ 1, which is a contradiction, too. 
Hence, necessarily pk \ y, and consequently p1 pk-i . рл | x. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let P £ X be a set of pairwise non-associated primes of S 
and let F be a finite subset of P. Suppose that П F = x i • x2- Then p | X! . x2 for 
every p e F , and so either p | xx or p | x2 for every peF. Let us denote Fx = 
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= {p e F; p | x J and F2 = F \ Fx. By Proposition 4, f | ^ i | *i a n d П ^2 | *2-
Thus xx = з^ . П ^ i and x2 = y2 . П ^2> w h e r e Уи Уг є x> w h i c h ê i v e s П ^ = 
= Xy . x2 = j i . y2 . П JP- ВУ condition (U), Уі . y2 ~ 1, hence j ^ ~ 1 and y2 ~ 1. 
Thus we find that xx ~ f | F t and x2 ~ fl F2. 
Remark 1. It can be easily shown that in semigroups fulfilling condition (U), 
every prime is irreducible. Moreover, it is well known that in every semigroup having 
the unique factorization property, x is a prime if and only if x is irreducible. 
Now we show that Proposition 3 can be applied to the cardinal multiplication in 
locally finite categories. 
Definition 8. Let Ж be a category and let X, Ybe two objects of Jf. The set of all 
morphisms from X to Yis denoted by Hom (Z, У). 
The category X is said to be locallyfinite if Hom (X, Y) is finite for every pair X, Y 
of objects of Ж. 
Ж is said to be connected ifHom (X, Y) is non-empt> for every pairX, Yofobjects. 
Remark 2. A very important property of locally finite categories is the following 
one (see [2]): Assume that there are monomorphisms/from X to Yand g from Yto X. 
Then b o t h / a n d g are is0m0rphism3. 
Definition 9. Let Ж be a category with finite products, where the product of 
objects X and Yis denoted by X x Y For an object X of Ж denote by [Z] the class 
of all objects isomorphic to X and put \Ж\ = {[X]; X is an object of Ж). Then it is 
correct to define a binary operation x on the class \Ж\ as follows: 
M x [У] = [X x Y] . 
Thus we obtain a commutative semigroup (\Ж\, x ) , where \Ж\ may possibly be 
a proper class. Let us remark that often we will not distinguish objects of Ж and of 
(|JT|, x ) . 
Proposition5. J/ Ж is a connected, locallyfinite category withfinite products, 
ihen the semigroup (\Ж\, x)fulfils condition (U). 
Before proving Proposition 5, we give some auxiliary statements. Let us suppose 
that Ж is a connected, locally finite category with finite products. The notation 
X = Ymeans that X and Yare isomorphic objects of Ж. 
Lemma3. Thefollowing conditions concerning an object Y of the category Ж 
are equivalent: 
(i) there is an object X of Ж such that X x Y £ X, 
(ii) Y is a terminal object of Ж, 
(iii) [Y] is the identity element of the semigroup (\Ж\, x ) , i.e. X x Y = Xfor 
every object X of Ж. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Choose X such that X x Y = X and let Z be an arbitrary object 
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of Ж. Then |Hom(Z,Jr) | = | H o m ( Z , X x y ) | = | H o m ( Z , X ) | . | H o m ( Z , y ) | , 
hence |Hom (Z, Y)\ = 1 since |Hom (Z,X)\ ф 0 by the assumption. 
(ii) => (iii). Let 7 b e a terminal object and X an arbitrary object of Ж. We show 
that the projection nx:X x Y-^X is a monomorphism (since,moreover,thereisa 
monomorphism (\x,f):X ^X x У, we get by Remark 2 that X x У ^ Jf). So, 
suppose that r, s: Z ^ X x У are arbitrary morphisms such that nx o r = nx о s. 
Since y is a terminal object, we also have that nY o r = 7iy o 5. Thus r = 5. 
(iii) => (i). Obvious. 
ProofofProposition 5. Since every connected category contains, up to isomorphism, 
at mostoneterminal object, the equivalence ( i i )o ( i i i ) implies that the only unit 
in (\Ж\, x ) is the identity element. Thus the relation X = yconcerning objects of 
category Ж is equivalent to the relation [Z ] ~ [У] concerning objects ofthe semi­
group (|^T|, x ) . We conclude that condition (U) is equivalent to the implication 
(i) => (iii) in Lemma 3. 
We say that an element X of Ж is a prime if [X] is a prime in (|jT|, x) . Now, 
Propositions 3 and 5 immediately imply the following statement. 
Corollary2. If Ж is a connected, locallyfinite category containing an infinite 
set ofpairwise поп-isomorphic primes, then the semigroup (\Ж\, x ) is prime. 
4. PRODUCTS OF GRAPHS 
The graphs we consider are simple, i.e. undirected and without loops and multiple 
edges. If G is a graph, then V(G) is the set of vertices and E(G) the set of edges of G. 
Denote by ^ the class of Mfinite simple graphs. For G є (3 denote by [G] the set 
of all graphs isomorphic to G and put | ^ | = {[G]; G є Щ. 
Now suppose that * is a binary operation on ^ fulfilling the following condition: 
if G £ G' and H s Я ' , then G * Я s G' * Я'. Then we can define [G] * [Я] -
= [G * Я ] and thus obtain a grupoid (|^|, *). Notice that |^ | is a proper class. 
There are many natural ways how to define products of simple graphs. We shall 
concentrate our attention only on three well-known products, namely on the direct, 
cartesian and strong products. Let us give the definitions of these products. Let G 
and Я be simple graphs. We denote the direct product of G and Я by G x Я , the 
cartesian product by G • Я and the strong product by С 0 Я . All products have 
the set of vertices equal to V(G) x V(H) while the sets of edges are defined as follows: 
{(x, x')> (У, / ) } belongs to 
E(G x Я) iff {x, y} e E(G) and {x', / } є E(H), 
E(G • Я) iff either x = y and {x', / } є E(H) 
or {x, у} є E{G) and x' = y', 
E(G 0 Я) = E(G x Я) u £(G Q Я ) . 
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Obviously, the operations x , • and p<] are commutative and associative, i.e. 
(l^l ' x)> (l^l ' П) and ( | ^ | , 0 ) are commutative semigroups. Algebraic properties 
of these semigroups have been studied by many authors. In particular, in [8], G. 
Sabidussi proved that the semigroup (|^|, • ) has the unique factorization property, 
and in paper [3] R. McKenzie proved the same result for the semigroup ( | ^ | ,@) . 
These results have, by virtue of Proposition 2, the following corollary. 
Proposition 5. The semigroups (|^|, • ) and ( | ^ | , 0 ) are prime. 
We are goingto show that the semigroup (|^|, x ) is prime, too. In this case, 
irreducible elements cannot be used for the construction of an infinite prime set, 
because the semigroup (|^|, x ) does not possess the unique factorizationproperty. 
Namely, it is well known that in commutative semigroups with the unique factoriza­
tion property, every irreducible element is prime. But D. J. Miller proved in [4] that 
the emigroup (|^|, x ) contains no prime except the trivial graph with one vertex. 
So, Proposition 3 also cannot be used to construct an infinite prime set. In spite 
ofthis, the semigroup (|^|. x ) is prime and an infinite prime set can be constructed 
for example as follows. 
As usual, let Knm denote the complete bipartite graph. Put Sn = Kln and cail this 
graph a star. 
Proposition 6. The set of all stars Sp, where p is a prime number, is a prime set 
in the semigroup (|^|, x ) . 
Proof. By Y[Gi and £ G ( , respectively, we shall denote the direct product 
ieI ieI 
and the disjoint sum of the collection {G^: і є /) of graphs. The disjoint sum of two 
graphs G and H is denoted by G + H. The obvious equality K„tTn x Krs £ Knrms + 
+ Kns,mr will be used. 
Let Spi x . . . x SPk = # ! x Я 2 , where 2 ^ p1 < . . . < pk are prime numbers. 
The graph Spi x . . . x SPk will be denoted by G. It can be easily shown that 
G = 2, KnQUR , 
{Q,R} 
where {Q,R) runs through the set of all disjoint partitions of the set \Pi, ..., рЛ-
It follows from this that components of # x and H2 are complete bipartite graphs. 
Indeed, let us suppose that one of the graphs H± and H2 is non-bipartite.Thenit 
contains a circuit CQ of odd length g ^ 3 as a full subgraph, and so Hx x H2 contains 
a circuit CQ x K2 = C2Q of length 2g ^ 6 as a full subgraph. But G does not contain 
any circuit oflength greater then 4 as a full subgraph, a contradiction. Thus both Hx 
and H2 are bipartite graphs. Further, sinceeveryproduct ofconnectednon-complete 
bipartite graphs has non-complete components, the components of H1 and H2 are 
complete.Moreover,oneof the components of G is isomorphic to the s tarS p i pu 
hence there are components of graphs Hx and H2 isomorphic respectively to 
к 
Sm and Sw, where m . n = f | pt. Let {Q, Ř] be the partition of the set {p1,..., pk\ 
i=l 
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such that m = \\Q and n = f ] ^- Denote by g and r the sizes of Q and R, respec-
tively. We shall show that Hl £ f ] ^ and Я 2 s П Sr-
qeQ reR 
So, let Kuv be an arbitrary component of Hv Since XMt7 x Sn = Ku>nv + Ky,„M, 
k 
we find that K„f„y and KVftiU are components in G. Consequently, n . u . v = Yi Pi = 
i = i 
= n . m and so w . v = m. Hence XM>ť = Кпо15по2 where {ß l 5 ß2} *s a partition 
of ß . Moreover, the components of the graph Hx are pairwise non-isomorphic be-
cause the graph G has this property. Analogous statements about the components 
of H2 can be deduced. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that H1 (and H2) contain as a component 
the graph KnQiJiQ2 for every partition {21 ? Q2] of Q (and R, respectively). Let us 
suppose the contrary. Then Hl or Я 2 , respectively, has less then 29'1 or 2 r _ 1 ( = the 
number of partitions of Q or # ) components, and so Hx x H2 has less then 2 . 2q~l . 
. 2r~* = 2q + r~i components. On the other hand, it can be easily seen that Spi x . . . 
. . . x SPk has exactly 2k~1 components, thus k < q + r = k, a contradiction. 
Corollary 3. Let k ^ 2 be a positive integer and let * be some of the operations 
x , • апаЩ. Suppose that Ji £ ^ is a set offinite graphs such that all butfinitely 
many G e ^ can be expressed in the form G = Gx * . . . * Gk where G t e M for 
i = 1 , . . . , k. Then for every positive integer p there is a graph G which can be 
expressed as a product of k, not necessarily distinct, graphs of JÍ in at least p 
different ways. 
Proof. Immediate corollary of Theorem 3, Lemma 3, Proposition 5 and Proposi-
tion 6. 
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